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providing and Fixing of LOOKTNG MTRROR GLASS in GYM ROOM lSl Campus Delhi Centre New Delhi-110016.
Description of item of work

Sr No.

Unit

Qtv

sqm

17.64

kg

48.661

sqm

17.64

Rate

Looking Glass / Mirror Wall Panels

1

2

Provldjng and fxing mirror of superior glass (of approved quality) 5 mm
thickness preferably of 'Saint Gobain' or equivalent, and of required
shape and size The mirror will be fixed in Aluminium Framework in
tested rubber gaskets for a secure fit. The back 6 mm thick hard
board backing of the mirror will be surface treated panel fixed with
honeycomb expanded polyethylene sheets/hardboard for water and
mould proof back to safeguard the mirror from spoiling and for a long
life. The mirror will be fixed in Aluminium Framework in tested rubber
gaskets for a secure fit. ( The glass is providing and Fixing including all
fixture and fastners and adhesion in all complete material)
Pro^/iding and fixing aluminium work for doors, windows, ventilators
and partitions with extruded built up standard tubular sections/
appropriate Z sections and other sections of approved make
conforming to ls: 733 and ls: 1285, fixing with dash fasteners of
required dia and size, including necessary filling up the gaps at
junctions, i.e. at top, bottom and sides with required EPDM rubber/
neoprene gasket etc. Aluminium sections shall be smooth, rust free,
straight, mitred and jointed mechanically wherever required including
cleat angle, Aluminium snap beading for glazing / paneling, C.P. brass
/ stainless steel screws, all complete as per architectural drawings and
the directions of Engineer-in-charge. (Glazing, paneling and dash
fasteners to be paid for separately) :

For fixed portion

ess of Powder coating 50
micron)

3

Providing and fixing plywood 6 mm thick, one side decorative veneer
conforming to lS: 1328 (type-1), for plain lining / cladding with
necessary Screws, including priming coat on unexposed surface with

:

Decorative veneer facings of approved manufacture
Total(incl usive taxes)
extra taxes if any

Total(inclusive taxes)
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5. The quantity will be increased or decreased as per the actual site condition.
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12. The lsl Delhi Centre reserve the right the whole tender process may be treated as a cancelled/terminated at any stage without
assisgning any reason.

13. PWD CPWD Registered no. enclosed document if available.
f
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No. is a mandatary from of lST JULLY 2017, Please Enclossd GST Registration document

15. For any clarification OSD may be contacted
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